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The Parking Lot Piece after removal of masking tarp. The

parking lot -beneath the tarp was exactly as it had been a day

t.rot"i while the surrounding area showed the turmoil of
another days traffic.

Perception we know is dependent on relative contrasts. A
thing has iubstance, form and meaning only relative to other

thinls and ideas. This is common sense, without getting

embioiled in th€ logical quandary over whether things contrast

each otlier at dimensionless interface or have twilight zones be-

tween them. For the following suggestions it is sufficient to
know, for example, that a white page is all white only relative
io non-*trite. Ril-white is only the absence of contrasts within
itself.

An interesting corollary to the absence of contrast is the

presence of potential. The proverbial white form in a white

held, like thi form of Moses within the unsculpted marble,

may actually be there, but, so are an infinite number of
pottniiutfoims. Thus, even to conceive a white form in a white
'field is to employ relative contrasts of mentally excluded
possibilities.



The Parking Lot Piece utilizes contrast as information to
produce an image of time and a concept of an isolated process.
The parking lot is a uniform white gravel surface whictris criss-
crossed by traffic every day. There are not many traces of this
phenomenon, only the presence of a few cirs, trucks or
pedestrians at any one time. I introduced a tarp ai a masking
device and covered it with dry red clay as a trace element to be
spread by traffic in the same way that the gravel surface was
subtly altered continuously. The daily changes which occurred
on the parking lot surface were normally inlisible, but after a
day and night, the cumulative effect of iraffic was revealed in
the red trace element. Removal of the tarp, or mask, along with
the record laying on top of it produced a heightened contrast
between that which was there visually and thJt which was not
there. viewed abstractly, the white gravel square was only a
square relative to the red clay tracks surrounding it. The same
was true for the tire tracks themselves, which were visible both
as red tracks over white dust and white tracks through red clay.
In a representational sense, the situation consistea or a missing
record which could be mentally completed, thus enhancing thE
image of existing traces and their forming process.

Symbolically, I saw the white square as a window to the
past framed by later events.

Above opposite: The tarp covered with trace element of red
clay providing the information and raw material for an
opposile image of itself and the process affecting it. Below
opposite: After a day of normal traffic the mask wa-s removed.
The thissing record of recent traffic revealed the past.
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Opposite Page: Sequence showing raw material and
information in place (top), trace element spread by a days
traffic (middle), and image left after removal of the tarp
(bottom). The stage between positive image and negative image
is like the proverbial white form in a white field.


